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AERODYNAMIc INTERACTIONS BETWEEN A 1/6-SCALE
HELICOPTER ROTOR AND A BODY OF REVOLUTION

Mark D. Betzlna
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Aorom,,rhanIrsI_iboratory,U.S. Army Research and Technology Laboratories
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Abstract " T rotor thrust (tip-path-plane axis), N

A wlnd-tunn'el investigation was conducted in T' corrected rotor thrust (tlp-path-plnne

which independent, steady-state aerodynamic forces axis), T(Po/O), N
and moments were measured on a 2.24-m-diem, two-
bladed helicopter rotor and a body of revolution. V free-stream velocity, m/see
The objective was to determine the interaction of
the body on the rotor performance and the effect X longitudinal distance from hub center to
of the rotor on the body aerodynamics for varia- body nose leading edge, m
tions in velocity, thrust, tip-path-plane angle of
attack, body angle of attack, rotor/body position, Z vertical distance from hub center to
anti body nose geometry. Results show that a body body surface, m
of rew_lutlon near the rotor can prc_uce signifi-
cant favorable or unfavorable effects on rotor per- a B body geometric angle of attack, degformance, depending on the operating condition.

Body longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics are aBe 8ody angle of attack corrected for wall
significantly modified by the presence of an oper- effect, a B + As, dew
ating rotor and hub.

aTpP rotor geometric tlp-path-plane angle of
arrack, deg

Nomenclature

8a wall correction to angle of attack, deg
A rotor-dlsk area, mP

advance ratio, V/_R
b number of rotor blades

p free-stream air density, kg/m3
c rotor-blade chord, m

0° air density at standard conditions, kg/m3
CI) body wind-axis drag coefficient, DB/qS B

o rater solidity, bc/_R

CI. body wind-axls llft coefflclent,.LB/qSB
rotor rotational speed, rad/sec

CLR rotor wind-axis lift coefficient,
LR/0(flR)2A

Introduction

C body wlnd-axis pitching moment coeffl-

m cient MB/qSB d The aerodynamic flow field around an oper-
ating helicopter rotor is extremely complex.

d maximum body diameter, m Current analytical techniques permit fair success
• in predicting the flow field around an isolated

DB body wind-axis drag, N rotor or an isolated fuselage. However, the flow
field around a real helicopter is influenced not

LB body wlnd-axls flit, N only by the rater, fuselage, tail, tall rotor, and
engines, but also by the mutual interactions

(L/D)R rotor lift-to-drag ratio, LR/(P/V-PF) L tween these components.(I) Therefore, the aero-
dynamic characteristics are dependent on the entire

LR rotor wlnd-axls flit, N helicopter system.

MB body wlnd-axls pitching moment, N-m It has been shown that configuration param-
eters, such as rotor/fuselage separation, can

P rotor shaft p.wer, W affect the aerodynamic interactions in a manner
which produces significant changes in performance.

PF rotor propulslw, forcL_ (negative wind- loads, and vibration. Reference 2 describes inter-
axis drag). N acttonal aerodynamics problems that occurred dur-

ing the YUH-61AUTTASdevelopment program. The
q fr,._.-str¢.am dynamic pressure, Pa rotor height was subsequently raised during thl_;

program to alleviate some of these, problems. Very
R r.tor radius, m little is understood about the detailed phenomena

responsible for these interactions. Although pet-

SB hody m_*xlna,tu cr_,,_,4-secthmal area, m" diction of the flow fields may be the ultimat_



goal of hellcopter designers, their effects on The rotor and body were installed In the Ames
p_,rformance, loads, and vlhratlon are of more 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel in an inverted position,
Immedl;0teconcern. C.rr_.ntanalytical te_hnlques that Is, the rotor was Installed beluw the body
fall I, s,vvo,tH',llypr_.dh'l the detal Ireol these wlth illerotor pr,du_.Ingdt_nwtlrdthrust. The'
cOral)h,× flow llelcb;,Ih_,rvbyl,ruvldlng l.adecluate model installation ts _ho_1 In Fig. 3. Tilt!rotor
,.stlmallo,sof total helicopter performnnce, was installed on a test rig that was mounted on tlle

wlnd-tunnel balance system. The rotor drive shaft !

Muclnof the previous work on this subject has housing was shielded from the wind by a fairing
concentrated on the dynamic Interactions affecting supported by the wlnd-tunnel floor. The body was
blade loads and fuselage vibration.(2) Although mounted on a single strut supported by the wlnd-
tiledynamic effects are certainly a major concern, tunnel ceiling. There was no physical connection
thls Investlgatlon addresses only the steady-state between the body and the rotor system; the normal
aerodynamic interactions between rotor and body. rotor shaft between the fuselage and hub was not
References 3 through 5 describe investigations In 'simulated. For the baseline configuration, the
whlei_ tlme-averaged fuselage surface pressures location of the body relative to the hub was scaled
were measured for various configurations of rotors to the full-scale RTA design position. The base-
and bodies. Some success has been achieved in llne geometry Is shown in Fig. I. For the 2.235-

analytically predicting tlme-averaged surface m-dlam rotor used, this resulted in a vertical
pressures at an advance ratio of 0.05.(3) separation of 8% of the rotor radius. The ]ongl-

tudlnal location of the leading edge of the body

Wind-tunnel tests of full-scale helicopter nose, for the baseline configuration, was at 44.7%
rotors haw. typically used a body of revolution to of the rotor radius. The body nose geometry was
enclose the drive motors and transmission. Aero- varied by installing a modified nose (shown In

dynamic characteristics of the body of revolution Fig. I) which provided more upwash into the rotor,
without the rotor blades have simply been sub- more closely simulating a typical helicopter cabin.
traeted from the overall forces and moments to This nose was also tested in an inverted position,

determine rotor performance. This approach ignores reducing the upwash into the rotor. Steady-state
the mutual aerodynamic Interactions between the forces and moments on the rotor were measured by
rotor and body, and produces rotor performance in the wlnd-tunnel balance system.. The body forces
the presence of the body rather than isolated rotor and moments were measured by a six-component Inter-
performance, hal straln-gage balance.

The objective of this investigation was to Test Procedure
obtain quantitative measurements of the steady-
state aerodynamic interactions for a simplified Data were obtained for the isolated rotor,
helicopter system consisting of a rotor and body of isolated body, and combined rotor/body conflgura-
revolutlon. The effect of the body on the rotor tions at free-stream velocities up to 62 m/see
performance will be evaluated by comparing isolated (120 knots). The rotor tip-path-plane orientation
rotor performance (without body) with rotor per- was determined from rotor flapping measurements.
[ormauce in the presence of the body. The effect Tip-path-plane orientation was held constant, using
of the rotor on the body aerodynamic character- cyclic pitch control, while thrust was varied,
;sties wlll be evaluated by determining body l_ft, using collective pitch control. This procedure was
drag, and pitchlng-moment characteristics as a used to obtain data for a sequence of thrust levels
function of rotor-dlsk loading and operating condl- with various combinations of velocity, tip-patil-
tlon. These data will provide: 1) a data base for plane angle of attack, body angle of attack, body
correlation with and improvement of analytical nose shape, and rotor/body position. Ranges of the
techniques, 2) qualltutlve information about the test parameters, which included trimmed rotor pro-
trends of these Interactions at full scale, and pulsive force for each advance ratio, are shown in
3) some insight into the aerodynamic mechanisms Table 2. Angles of attack were defined with stan-
that cause them. dard sign conventions, such that a free-stream

velocity In the direction shown in Fig. i resulted

Model Description in a positive body angle of attack and a positive
tlp-path-plane angle of attack. The rotor shaft

A simplified helicopter system; consisting of angle remained constant while tlp-path-plane angle
a teetering, two-bladed rotor and a body of revolu- varied. The position of the body was adjusted as
tlon, was used for this investigation. The 2.235- body angle of attack varied, such that the hub
m-diam rotor blades were aerodynamically scaled to location relative to the body remained constant.
I/6-seale AH-I(;Cobra blades. The blades were not The rotor tip speed was held constant at 206 m/see
scaled dynamIclly, and had a relatively high stiff- (675 ft/sec) throughout the test.
ness compared with that of full-scale blades. The
characteristics of the rotor are shown In Table I. Data Reduction

The hub, which was not scaled, had a diameter
L,qoal to 14% of the rotor diameter. The body _or llubtares were removed from the measured rotor
the h_is_.llneto.figuration was a l/6-scale model of data to correct for the hub and controls that were
tht' rotol" test appar:lto_ (RTA). a body of revo]u- exposed to the airs,ream. These tares were deter-
Lien tt_ecl for testing fu] l-scale rotor_ in tile mined by obtaining force and moment data on the
Ames 40- by 80-Foot WltldTunnel. The model did not rotor rig with the rotor blades removed. This was
Include tilt, strut attachment fatrings and hub cut- done for each combination of body angle of attack,
nut which exist on tilt,RTA. The model dimensions position, and nose geometry, as well as with the
are _h,_u Ln Fig. I. The full-scale RTA Is shown body removed, thereby accounting for the [nterfer-
In the Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel in Fig. 2. ence of the body on the hub (with blades off).

!
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floweret, it was not possible to determine the because of scatter In the data, caused mostly by
effect of the rotor on these tares, since this the precision of the rotor power measurement
would require separating the hub and control sys- obtained from the wlnd-tunnel balance system. The
ternforces from the rotor forces. Therefore, the faired curve shown is tileleast squares, second-
computed rotor data includes the, InLerft, rencc of order polynomial curve fit of tile data for eac.h
tile huh, {'ontrols. ;lad _.l_l,€,rt f;tirln)_ Oll the advance ratl{J. Th,._e c|lrvi.N art, shown on Figs. ')-8
rotor and the [ntt,rfereace €_fthe rotor on the hub to indicate the isolated rotor performance.

• anti controls. These interferences are small

rt, lated to the rotor forces and art: consistent Figure 5 shows the effect of the body on tile
through.el the test so that the Interaction of the rotor performance for the baseline configuration.
body on the rotor Is valid. Agatnt there is no clear trend of the Influence of

• rotor tlp-path-plane angle of attack, llowever, the
The effect of the body.on the rotor perfor- influence of the body on rotor lift-to-drag ratio

manes was determined by plotting the rotor llft- , is clear. When the body angle of attack is 0°, the
to-drag ratio versus the rotor lift coefficient presence of the body produces an increase In rotor
for various confIguratlons. The rotor llft-to- llft-to-drag ratio; hence, a favorable interference
drag ratio was calculated as follows: effect. When the body angle of attack is -4°, the

body produces a favorable interference effect on

(L/D)R - Lift / (P/V - PF) the rotor performance at an advance ratio of 0.2,
but an unfavorable effect at an advance ratlo of

where PF is tllemeasured propulsive force, P is 0.3. At a body angle of attack of -8°, the body
rotor power, and V is free-stream velocity. The produces an unfavorable interference effect on the
denominator In the above equation represents the rotor performance at advance ratios of 0.2 and 0.3.
sum of the induced and profile drag of the rotor. Data at intermediate angles of attack and advance
The llft-to-drag ratio was used since it is amea- ratios, which would help explain these results were
sure of the rotor efficiency. As the llft-to-drag not obtained; however, it appears that body angle
ratio Increases, power required for a given flight of attack has a strong effect on the rotor perfor-
condition decreases, manes at 0.2 and 0.3 advance ratios. The small

effect at an advance ratio of 0.i is consistent

Body llft, drag, and pitching moment were with the fact that any changes in free-stream flow
defined an shown in Fig. I. Body llft, drag, and direction caused by the body create very small
pitchlng-moment coefficients were computed using angle-of-attack changes of the rotor blades, since
the free-stream dynamic pressure and the maximum the rotational velocity of the toter is much greater
cross-sectlonal area of the body. The maximum than the free-stream velocity. This explanatlon
diameter of the body was used for normalizing the would imply that the effect of the body would
pitching moment. The moment center was located on increase as advance ratio Increases; however, Fig.
the longitudinal body axis, 0,50 m aft of the nose 5 indicates that the free-stream velocity effect is
(approximately 30% body length), as indicated in overpowered by an interaction effect.
Fig. I. This corresponds to the longitudinal posi-
tion of the rotor hob for the baseline conflgura- The effect of body angle of attack on tile
lion. rotor performance is shown in Fig. 6 for the base-

llne configuration, with a rotor tlp-path-plane
Wind-tunnel-wall corrections were used to angle of attack of -8°. A fairly consistent reduc-

determine the effective angle of attack of both the tlon in rotor llft-to-drag ratio is shown as body
rotor and body; the reference system for the data angle of attack varies from 0° to -8° for advance
was the corrected wind axis. The correction, ratios of 0.2 and 0.3. This trend with body angle
obtained from the method in Ref. 6, was determined is consistent with the trends observed in Fig. 5,
using the following equation: where the effect of the body on the rotor perfor-

mance changes from favorable to unfavorable as body

Aa = 1.084 LR/q angle of attack varies from 0° to -8°.

Another parameter investigated was the separa-
where A,I is the angle-of-attack change in degrees, tlon between rotor and body. Data were obtained
LR Is the rotor lift, and q is the free-stream for separations of 8% and 10.2% of the rotor radius.
dynamic pressure. The wlnd-tunnel walls produce an A comparison of these results is shown in Fig. 7
effective angle-of-attack change proportional to for two configurations where the body and tip-path-
the rotor Lift. The rotor and body orientation plane angles of attack are equal. By maintaining
were not adjusted to maintain constant corrected the body angle of attack equal to the tip-path-plane
angle of attack. Therefore, the tlp-path-plane angle of attack, the relationship between the body
angle of attack and the body angle of attack Indl- and rotor blades is identical. Therefore, the only
cared In Figs. 4 through 15 are the geometric difference between Figs. 7a and 7b is the free-
anglt's In tl,t. wind turn,el, stream flow direction. Figure 7a shows essentially

Rt.su]ts and I)tscusston no change in rotor performance caused by increasing
the rotor/body separation at advance ratios of 0.1
and 0.3. ttowever, at an advance ratio of 0.2,

J_l_f_L.t!L_3LfJl3Jdyon R,)tor I)t,rt't)rmanee there is a reduction tn lift-to-drag ratio as st.pa-
ration increases for intermediate thrust values.

The performance of the rotor with the body This is reasonable since the effect of the body Is
l'_,mt_vt'dIs shown tn Fig. 4 for tilerange of test to increase the llft-to-drag ratio at this test
conditions Investigated. These data generally fall condition. The greater separation reduces the
along a curve for each advance ratio. Rotors effect of the body. In Fig. 7b, the rotor lift-to-
generally show a slight decrease of L/D with drag ratio Increases as separation increases for
propulsive force Increase (as tip-path-plane is advance ratios of 0.2 and 0.3. Again, this is a
tilted l_,r_ard):thla trend Is not seen in Fig. 4 reduction in the effect of the body. For an angle



of attack of -8° for both the body and tlp-path- not scaled to a typical size for a helicopter hub,
plane, and an advance ratio of 0.3, increasing the since the size Is determined by the structural
separation from 8% to 10.2% of the rotor radius requirements. Therefore, this large hub effect is
reduces the effect of the body by about 50%; for probably greater than the effect of a relatively
an angle of attack of 4° there is no observable smaller hub, which would exist at full-scale.
change. Therefore, the effect of separation is Apparently, the hub wake creates a low-pressure
dependent on angle of attack, region on the surface of the body behind the hub.

This produces increased llft, negative pitching
Figure 8 shows the effect of rotor/body sepa- moment, and increased drag, possibly an induced

ration for a body angle of attack of 0°, and at drag. It is expected that this hub interaction
advance ratios of 0.2 and 0.3. In this case, how- is substantially modified when subjected to the
ever, the tlp-path-plane angle of attack Is -4°. rotor wake.
This plat!asthe rotor blades closer to the body on
the forward part and farther from the body on the " The total effect of the rotor and hub on tim
aft part when compared wlth the configuration in body is the sum of the rotor interaction and the
Flg. 7. Figure 8 Indicates a much greater effect modified interaction of the hub. The rotor effect
of separation than [s shown in Fig. 7. In fact, on the body without the hub cannot be determined
the effect of the body on rotor llft-to-drag ratio from theee data, because there is no way of sepa-
changes from favorable to unfavorable by increasing rating the direct rotor interaction from a modl-
the separation from 8% to 10.2% of the rotor radius, flcation of the hub's interaction. Because of

At a body angle of attack of 0°, there is a much this, Figs. ii through 15 present trends of tile
larger flow disturbance near the upper portion of body forces and moments with variations In the
the nose than when the body is at a negative angle test parameters, but no attempt is made to make
of attack. This, combined with the proximity of comparisons with isolated body characteristics.
the rotor blades in this area owing to the forward
tilt of the tlp-path-plane, may be creating a par- Figure ii shows the effect of varying rotor
tlcular flow such that there is a separation dis- thrust on the body longitudinal characteristics
lance where the rotor flit-to-drag ratio is a for the baseline configuration and a free-stream
minlmum; as a result, rotor performance may be velocity of 41.2 m/see. Body llft, drag, and
Increased by either [nereaslng or decreaslng tile pltchtng-mument coefficients are plotted versus
rot,_r/Imdyseparation. Insufficient data were rotor-disk loading. The body-flit coefflcient
nbta|ned during this investigation to determine if increases proportionally with thrust at about the
thls Is true. Data for a complete series of sepa- same rate for all cases shown. The drag coef-
ration distances are required to answer this ques- flclent increases at low rotor thrust and the
flea. pltchlng-moment coefficient becomes less negative

as rotor thrust increases at tlp-path-plane angles
The effect of moving the body forward relative of attack of -4° and -8°.

to the rotor Is also shown in Fig. 8. The body was
moved forward by 9% of the rotor radius; this At a body angle of attack of -4°, the decrease
located the nose at 53.8% of the rotor radius. The in drag wlth increased disk loading at negative
vertica] separation was malntained at 10.2% radius, tip-path-plane angles Is greater than at a body
As shown in Fig. 8, this produces a significant angle of attack of 0°; however, the trend with tip-
increase in rotor performance, path-plane angle is opposite. The slopes of the

drag curves increase as tlp-path-plane angle-of-
Figure 9 shows the effect of changes in body attack increases negatively, but the slopes of the

nose shape on rotor performance. The nose modlfi- llft and pltchlng-moment curves, appear to be
cation, sh_n In Fig. I, was installed in both unchanged. These results cannot be explained as a
upright and Inverted positions. The modified nose simple angle-of-attack change caused by differ-
causes a significant reduction In rotor llft-to- ences in the rotor wake velocity; the increased
drag ratio when compared with the baseline nose, downward wake velocity, as thrust increases, would
partlcu]arly at an advance ratio of 0.3. However, cause a negative angle-of-attack Incrementg de-
reducing tileupflow into the rotor by inverting the creasing the llft coefficient.
modified nose, appears to have very little effect.
Part of the effect of the modified nose may be The wind-tunnel-wall effect produces an alice-
caused by the change in longitudinal nose position, tlve angle-of-attack increase as thrust increases.
However, Fig. 8 indicates an increase in rotor per- But, based on the llft curve slope shown in Fig.
formance when the baseline nose is moved forward, i0, the wall effect accounts for only a small per-
The data for the modified nose were obtained only tlon of the Increased llft shown in Flg. Ii. A
fur a body angle of attack of 0°, but it appears possible explanation for the observed |lit trend is
that nose shape is an important parameter and that that the rotor wake interacts with the huh wake
the [nterfcrence effect of the nose depends on such that the llft on the aft portion of the body
more than simply the upflow produced by the nose. is increased. But this would produce a negative

increment in pitching moment, a result opposite of

[ff.,,,t _,fR_?to[ ot! B,}J_ the pitching moment trend shown. Another possible
explanation for the |lit trend is an increased

FI}_.re lfl slmw_ the longitudlnnl rharaet_.r- upflow component near the forward portion of the
Ist|es I.r tht. Isolated body. the body In the body as thrust Increases. This can he visualized
ptt, ta.llt't, el tht, ,,,tatl.g huh. and tile body ill tile as an upflow upstream of the lifting rotor disk.
presenct,of the hub and rotor in the i_aselinecon- as if it were a circular wing. Detailed measure-
flg.ratloo. The interaction of the hub on the body ments of the flow characteristics are needed to
cau_;t,sa large positive shlft Illllft and drag, and define the specific phenomena that produce these
a negative shift in the pitching moment, as well as interactions.
slope €'han_,'_. _le hub for tills fnvestigatlon is



Figure 12 shows tlw rat{_ of body lift to advance ratios were obtained for this configurn-
rotor thrust and of drag to rotor thrust for a tlon. The decrease in body llft caused by moving
constant disk loadlog of 240 Pa (5 1b/it2). The the body forward relative to the rotor is about
ratios of body forces to rotor thrust are used to 0.2% of the rotor thrust at advance ratios of 0.2
indicate the significance of the interactions, and 0.3. This llft decrease is associated with a

. Various combinations of advance ratio, rotor tip- drag increase of 0.6% of the rotor thrust at 0.2
path-plane angle of attack, and body angle of advance ratio, but only a negllglble increase at
attack are shown for the basellne con[iguratlon, an advance ratio of 0.3
Since the rotor tip speed is constant, the change
in advance ratio is made by changing the free- Since the measured body forces and moments
stream velocity. The body lift and drag include include the interaction of the unsealed hub, as
the dynamic pressure effect, which increases the well as the rotor interaction, the magnitude of the
body forces as the adwmce ratio increases. " data may not be representative of full-scale. It

is also expected that Reynolds number is important
At an advance ratio of 0.3, with the tip- in determining the magnitude of these interactions,

path-plane at an angle of attack of -8°, the body since separated flow regions are involved. There-
lift is 2.5% of the rotor thrust when the body fore, extrapolating the magnitude of the body
angle-of-attack is 0°, and about 1.2% when the forces and moments to full-scale is not recommended.
body angle of attack is -4°. The body lift It is expected, however, that the trends observed
decreases as the tip-path-plane angle Is moved in this investigation are similar to those at full-
toward zero. scale with an appropriately sized hub. Full-scale

testing is required to verify this.
The data show a fairly linear variation of

body llft with tlp-path-plane angle. Since the Conclusions
total vehicle drag is typically much smaller than
the rotor thrust, small changes in the drag ratio i. Rotor performance is significantly af-
shown are more Important In determining the power fected by the presence of a body of revolution near
required, especially at hill speeds. The drag of the rotor. This interaction can be either favor-
tbls body is much lower than the drag of a typical able or unfavorable, depending on the configuration
helicopter fuselage; It is also lower than the and operating condition. Parameters with a strong
ful)-scale RTA. The body-drag results for body influence on this interaction are advance ratio,
angles of attack of 0° and -4° are very similar, body angle of attack, rotor/body separation, rotor/
However, at an advance ratio of O.2, tilting the body longitudinal relationship, and body nose shape.
tlp-path-plane forward increases the drag when the Parameters with a weak influence on this interac-
body angle of attack is 0°, but has almost no finn are rotor tlp-path-plane angle of attack and
effect when the body angle of attack is -4°. At rotor thrust.
an advance ratio of 0.3, the body drag is lowest
when the tlp-path-plane angle of attack is -4°. 2. The longitudinal aerodynamic character-

istics of a body of revolution are significantly
Figure 13 shows the body llft, drag, and modified by the presence of an operating rotor and

pitching-moment coeff[clents as functions of rotor- hub. The hub may be a major source of this inter-
disk Ioadl1_ for variuus rotor/body positions, action. Therefore, to determine the magnitude of
For the operating condition shown, increasing the the interaction, it is necessary to have a properly
re,tar/body separation from 8% to 10.2% of the rotor scaled hub. This may require full- or large-scale
radius decreases the body-lift coefficient and pro- testing.
ducts a positive shift in the body-pltching moment.
Th¢,llft change is independent of disk loading, but 3. Rotor performance data, determlned by
tlw pil¢'hi._-mom.,n! ¢'h_.Ige :_ppears to be greater testing full-scale rotors, generally inch.de the
_it l_,wL'l" [h|'l|_l love.Is. 'rhc drag change is role- rotor/body interaction effects. These effects may
t[vely small. Moving the body forward relative to be significant even when a body of revolutlon is
the rotor, however, cause_ia large Increase in body used (as is typically done in wlnd-tunnel testing).
dra_ toefflc:lent. This is assuclated with a nets- Full-scale measurements of these interactions are
tire shift In pltchlng moment and llft coefficients required to determine their magnitudes.
that is I,dependent of dlsk loading.

The following Interaction effects of the rotor
Figure 14 shows the effect of rotor/body sepa- and hub on the body aerodynamic characteristics

ration for various combinations of advance ratios were observed:

and body angles of attack at constant disk loading.
The tlp-path-plane angle of attack is -4°. In i. Body llft increases proportionally with
terms of percent of rotor thrust, the body-llft rotor thrust.
change is negllgible; however, there are signifi-
cant changes in body drag for most of the operating 2. Body lift increases as the rotor tip-path-
¢ondi/iuns. The body drag.increases as the rotor/ plane is tilted forward at constant thrust.
body separation is increased from 8% re 10.2% of
the rotor radius. This change In body drag is 3. When the body and tip-path-plane are at
grent,'r for a body angle of attack of -4° than it negative angles of _ittack,body drag decreases and
Is [,,r 0". body pitching moment becomes less negative as rotor

thrust increases.

/"l{_ur_'l_ _hows tin._.ffectof longitudinal
poslt{on ,,n body lift and drag for constant rotor- 4. The interaction is dependent on the body
disk lcH¢lio_. Plgur(._; 12 and 14 {ndlrate tbat the position relative to the rotor.
variatL,m of body llft and drag with advance ratio
is generally nonlinear; however, data for only two
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Advance ratio, u 0.i, 0.2, 0.3

Tip Mach number 0.6

Body angle of attack, aB 0°, -4°, -8°

Tip-path-plane angle 0°, -4° , -8°

of attack, aTpP

Rotor-dlsk loading, T/A 110 to 340 Pa

Rotor/body separation, Z/R 0.080, 0.102

Rotor/body longitudinal 0.447, 0.538
position, X/R
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Figure I. 1/6 -- Scale RTA body of revolution shown with rotor in baseline
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Figure 2. Full-scale rotor test apparatus in Figure 3. Rotor and body of revolution in the
the Ames 40- By 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. Ames 7- By 10-Foot Wind Tunnel.
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